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ABSTRACT
The Effect

of Support Groups in Reducing Stresses
During the Transition

to Parenthood

by
Lynne Wilson Myers, Master of Science
Utah State University,

1981

Major Professor:
Dr. Brent C. Miller
Department: Family and Human Developrrent
Forty-two
participate
being,

couples expecting

marital

the couples were assessed
were six weeks and fifteen
how much support
and friends,
well -being

and parenting

possibly

couples
marriages

and parenting

canpetence

of

had their

Parents

their

were asked to report
doctors,

first

baby was born.

satisfaction

decreased

child;

family,

Personal

for wanen after
and parenting

because they were rrore involved
tied down.

churches,

decreased

than rren were, at fifteen

expected to be, and felt

and then again when babies

competence increased

Marital

to
well-

fran their

after

Personal well-being

for new fathers.

after

with their

they had received

volunteered

Personal

during pregnancy,
weeks old.

child

to parenthood.

satisfaction,

and other sources,

became rrothers.

cantly

first

in a study of the transition

self-esteem,

increased

their

they
competence

signifi-

wanen were less satisfied
weeks postpartum,

in infant

care than they

Doctors and churches

vii

were found to be :important
satisfaction
support

at fifteen

from doctors,

positively
related

related

playing

of support

weeks p:istpartwn
churches,

to personal

in response

to contact

infants

was positively

well-being.

Mothers were rrore involved
with their

for new parents.

and friends.

to any of the kinds of support

to develop
infant.

sources

Support
Parenting

than fathers

in the early

related

to

frorn family
competence

under investigation,

with the infant,

Marital

weeks.
(81 pages)

was not

and appeared

and caring
in caring

was

for the

for and

INTRODUCTION
The transition

has teen described

to parenthood

(Dyer, 1963; Hobbs, 1965; LeMasters,
difficult
all

adjustments

researchers

"crisis"

1957) when new parents

for which they are poorly prepared.

agree that

(Rossi,

this

1968) there

tine

is best described

is general

many changes in lifestyle.

experience
declines

follo.-,ing

the birth

Renee, 1970; Rollins

accounting

they receive

less

for this

from their

and learns

(Rossi,

about the requirements
differ

1974).

1968) or because

predicted

differently

relationship,

Hobbs

marital

or mother learns

of the new role.

providers)

changes than men (Fein,

1976a; Miller

new skills,

Because parenting

self-perceptions

for mothers and fathers,

changes

to parenthood.

for men and wonen in our society

be the primary child-care

greater

because

(Ryder, 1973).

no doubt occur as a response

change as the new father

role expectations

affected

1976:

are not fully

satisfaction

husbands

to the changes in the marital

the individual

Self-perceptions

will

1970; Miller,

to parenthood.

In addition
within

satisfaction

& Cannon, 1974; Ryder,
decline

and Cole (1976) found no items which consistently
adjustrrent

new parents

(Burr,

less marital

with ~1eir adult roles
attention

by the s,ord

that

child

experience
While not

For example, marital

of the first

Woinenmay experience

they are dissatisfied

agreerrent

& Feldman, 1970; Rollins

1973) though the factors
understood.

as a tirre of crisis

(i.e.,
will

wonen
be

and wonen experience
& Sollie,

1980; Russell,

2

Several factors
parental

have been mentioned as important contrit:utors

adjustment;

repeatedly

the arrount of support new parents

suggested

as affecting

1976b; Gibaud-Wallston,

the transition

1978; Stranik

has been

to parenthood

Hogberg,

&

receive

to

(Fein,

1979; Wandersman &

Wandersman, 1977; Yarro,,, 1979; Zinner & Hertzrran, 1978).
Problem
While parenthood
research

suggests

to parenthood,

there are benefits

and that

phase (Russell,

as a crisis

in general,

event,

as well as costs

this time is better

1974; Rossi,

Adults are,
an

has been descril:ed

to the transition

viewed as a developmental

1968).
unprepared for the realities

wt::orn. While parenthood may not be "romanticized",

anticipate

all

1976a; 1976b; LeMasters,
1974; Fein,
Stranik

&

Hogberg,

1976; Yarrc:M, 1979; Zi..,ner

that when fathers

of studies

Obrzut,

(Cheavens,
1976;

attended

parenting

to parenthood,

rut only a

(Cheavens, 1974;

Wandersman (1980) found

groups their
though possibly

groups were rrore dissatisfied

&

Hertzman, 1978) have teen

of support

1978; Wandersman, 1980).

nent did not change significantly,
to parenting

&

the adjustment

have examined the effects

Gibaud-Wallston,

member is

(Dyer, 1963; Fein,

1957) and support for new parents
1978;

with
cannot

1979; Wandersman & Wandersman, 1977; Wente

reccmnended as facilitating
few studies

Education for parenting

1976a; 1976b; Gibaud-Wallston,

Crockenberg,

of life
adults

the changes which will occur when a third

added to the family unit.

rrore recent

patterns

of adjust-

the men who cane

to begin with.

The results

on support suggest that support might be important

for new

J

parents,

though its relationship

remains to be demonstrated
Suggestions

to the adjustments

new parents

empirically.

for helpL~g parents

cope with the transition

parenthood are based on the assumption that parents
early

period.

by relatives,

This support may be provided
by other parents,

unsure of the support
assistance,

make

etc.,

offers

need support

by health-care

in the

professionals,

but because new parents

systems available

or may decline

to

may be

to them, they may fail

of help with the belief

to seek

that asking

for help is an admission of failure.
The problein,
available
social

then,

lies

to new parents,

support network,

ment to the parental

in determining

whether new parents
and to what extent

of an organized

First-time

parents

Personal,
three

this

affects

their

adjust-

to either

a treatment

and parental

the transition

from parenting

these perceptions.

groups,

to parenthood.
or control

in the treatrrent

concerns with other new parents
marital,

examine the

parent group during the transition

were assigned

points during

how support

take advantage of the

designed to experimentally

and meeting times were arranged so parents
meet and discuss

systems are

role.

This study was i,~itially
effect

what support

perceptions

group could

on a regular
were assessed

to parenthood,

group,

basis.
at

in order to determine

as well as other

sources,

Changes in the scores of new fathers

affected

were compared

to changes in the scores of new mothers on each of the four dependent
variables:

personal

parenting

competence.

well-being,

self-esteem,

marital

satisfaction,

and

4

REVIEWOF LITERATURE
Crisis
There is little
society

or nothing

to prepare

may be less

them for parenthood.

contact

with infants

rarely

any opportunity

formal

education.

care

1957.

lvhile many teenagers

of parenthood

In interviews

classified

their

crisis.

adjustment

first

nancy.
Hill

child,

people

felt

previous
their

organization,

experience

experience

behind

this

parenthood,
babies

the resources

of the family,
that

led LeMasters

as reflected

in one couple's

rut we didn't

questionnaires

Like LeMasters,

to investigate
many people

of their

child.

decisive

change for which old patterns

on parenthood
al::out their

Dyer defined
are

of

and the family's
viewed

the feelings
ron,anticized

"We knew where

knCM what they were like."

research

as

the state

so many parents

statement,

of

the preg-

depended,

of the event,

It was found that

canpleted

event

or "severe"

the birth

or desired

on the nature

as a crisis

Dyer (1963) continued
time parents

tefore

in

of them

as an "extensive"

Finding

don't

by Le.~asters

83 percent

had good marriages

with crisis.

of a

basis.

was raised

he found that

perception.

came fran,

as part

is

they ordinarily

the impact of the crisis

(1949) had suggested,

the family's

skills

and rrost of them had planned

Le'lasters

there

and there

never on a 24 hair

to parenthood

in our

families,

years,

babysit,

as a crisis

with parents

Most of these

their

teenage

infant-care

and alrrost

of rrost adults

With srraller

during

to acquire

for young infa.,ts,
The notion

in the background

as a crisis.
reactions

crisis

inadequate,"

(p. 353)
Firstto the birth

as "any sharp

or

and parenthood

5

was found to be a crisis
had Lel-lasters,
preparation
Dyer that

that

for 53 percent

the degree of crisis

for parenthood,
there

of the sarrple.
was related

arrong other things,

should be better

preparation

Oyer fowid, as
to the couple's

which suggested

for parenting.

rrost couples

in Dyer's study perceived

the tru11sition

as a crisis,

they were found to have made satisfactory

to

Although

to parenthood
adjustments

to

the new role.
Hobbs ( 1965) questioned
six percent

of fathers

tion to parenthood

parents

and nine percent

as a crisis.

related

that

the crisis

questioned

soon after

the birth

One possible

cation
child

and lasts

birth

is perceived

their

reactions

vicusly,

parents

and questionnnaires;

the intent

corrm:mi-

the birth

LeMasters had parents

of a
the
recall

up to two years afterwards.
between crisis

crisis

scores obtained

scores were considerably

method was used.

Jacoby (1969) reviewed previous
that

in a personal

When the "honeyrroon" is over,

Hobbs (1965) found a lo,1 correlation

higher when the interview

and those

which had occurred up to five years pre-

and Oyer interviewed

on interviews

cor-

difference

between Hobbs's findings

as rrore of a crisis.

to births

comes fran

in his study were

a "baby honeyrroon" follows

al:out 4-6 weeks.

different

was positively

of the baby, the procedural

Feldrran (1965) reported

to Hobbs he believed

explanation

Since parents

could account for the discrepancies
of LeMasters and Dyer.

is considerably

impact for fathers

with the age of the baby.

and found only

of rrothers viewed the transi-

This result

fran those of LeMasters and Dyer.
Hobbs' finding

of young infants

of the research

crisis

(to assess

research

and suggested

the arrowit of crisis)

was

6

not allONing parents
adjusbrent.

to report

Jacoby's

before or afterwards.
in determining
respondents.

reccmnendation

adjustrrents;

though this
recall

their

the time of the birth.
experienced

ta-,ard the

to all research

class

variables

done

play a role

LeMasters and Dyer used all middle-class

attitudes.

could be affecting
renains

attitudes

is pertinent

Hobbs had a rrore representative

time of the research

had parents

or positive

He suggested that social

too heavily on working class

dents,

neutral

The age of the baby at the
the perceptions

to be further
reactions,

sample, rut it relied

explored.

rather

Earlier

than assessing

MeyerONitz (unpublished)

nore difficulties

of the respon-

when their

reactions

reported

first-born

studies
at

that parents

was five to six

nonths old than during pregnancy or when the baby was five weeks old.
Although the plunge into parenthood has been described
the sources of crisis
tions of crisis
perceived

have not been adequately

have not been explored.

as a crisis,

changes as a result

rut parents
of the crisis.

located

that

their

nay not denonstrate

objective
the claims,

psychiatric

evaluation

which could explain

nay be

any behavioral

Kaplan and Blackman (1969) found

four months postpartum quite

husbands were cruel,

and the manifesta-

For example, the birth

that wanen who had been diagnosed as psychiatrically
nancy or the first

as a crisis,

ineffectual,

ill

during preg-

frequently

or neglectful.

of these husbands supported
one source of crisis,

carrplained
An

sare of

rut only for

wanen, and only for those diagnosed as ill.
Wainwright (1966) found that :nen frequently
the birth

of a baby, though they attrib.ited

causes other than the baby.

their

Wainwright suggested

sought therapy after
difficulties

to

that the difficulties

7

in the man's adjustment
financial

responsibility,

Lacoursiere

could l:e caused by the added

or the loss of attention

fran his wife.

(1972) noted that many rren present

vomiting

and toothaches

reviewed

several

ritual

to parenthood

during their

psychiatric

wives'

pregnancies.

case histories,

which is found in sane cultures.

Lacoursiere

restrictions
suggested

problems,

In this

feeling

ritual,

than experienced

fathers.

satisfaction

cause there was less novelty

first-time

involved,

The data on satisfaction
that

there

of children.
years,

Satisfaction

suggested

that

children.

Rollins

satisfaction
the happiness

curve,

to these

fathers

depression,
even reported

possibly

J:e-

or added responsibility.

in marital

continues

satisfaction

to decline

(Burr,

decreases

companionship

thrcugh

1970; Miller,

& Cannon, 1974). Rollins

the satisfaction

and occur as marital

pregnancy.

over the course of the fainily life

increases

Feldman, 1970; Rollins

or he may

who might l:e ex-

fathers

situations,

cycle

with the advent
the school-age
1976; Rollins

are rrore severe for women,

is decreased

in an investigation

&

and Feldman (1970) have

by the presense

of

and Cannon (1974) found a U shape to the marital

of men and warren.

may

Satisfaction

are decreases

then gradually

birth,

rrore anxiety,

Experienced

with their

Marital

suggest

the father

the dependent man 1nay l:e oore susceptible

tut Davis (1978) found that

less personal

the couvade

impOsed on him during his wife's

pected to l:e rrore dependent did not experience
or hostility

This study

discussing

have a pseudo labcr around the time his wife gives
have dietary

syrnptans of nausea,

of factors

which influenced

8

Renee (1970) found that childless
to couples,
effect

l::ut the number of children

in a family has no consistent

on the amount of dissatisfaction.

camunication

was irrportant

often

the rrost stable.

cross-sectional

its

satisfaction,

stability;

Miller

studies

Hicks and Platt

to marital

a marriage did not predict

may be rrore satisfying

marriages

l::ut happiness

low happiness

(1975) has questioned

of marital

satisfaction,

marriages

pointing

studied.

Rollins

more influence
this

be primarily

years it will

(1975) has countered

on marital

would not affect

marital

satisfaction,

correlate

longitudinal

pay enough attention

family group by saying there
each partner

mutually

satisfying

(1965) described

to make continual
marriage.

is unwillingness

adjustments

or inability

to the crisis

to parenthood

is better

There are four stages
stage,

husbands didn't

the developrent

Maladaptiveness

Alternative

anticipatory

study of

of the

to a marriage
to maintain

which

a

As each member is added to the group,

when there

mental stages.

their

is always sorre conflict

changes are required.

the transition

and that

the only significant

was that wives felt

additional

As an alternative

variable,

to them.

and Stachowiak

requires

to be

rnorrent may have

In a logitudinal

Ryder (1973) discovered

over

by the

who are left

than any other

data.

of

out that

and that

that the cultural

satisfaction

of having a child

Murrell

the happy cooples

in
were

the results

time couples who are not happy will not stay married,
later

(1970) found

in the family arises

to change.
Views

vied,

Rossi

(1968) suggested

that

vie\ved as a sequence of developto the parenting

a honeymoon, a plateau,

role:

and a termination-

an

9

disengagement
their

of the role.

adult roles

than rren, possibly

bearing to define
being prepared
paration

Rossi feels wcrnen are less satisfied

them as adults.

J:ecause v.anen rely rrore on childWaren may rely on parenthood witho..it

to asswre the role;

in

for parenthood and limited

society

o..ir

learning

there is poor pre-

during pregnancy.

Motherhood may not be valued as a role to the extent
it to be.

with

There is an abrupt transition

that wcxnenexpect

to parenthood,

and caring

for

the newborn is one of the rrost demanding jobs of parenthood.
Burr (1972) described
tion;

sore of the canponents of the role transi-

fo..ir of these are particularly

parenthood.
role.

1)

Anticipatory

socialization

There is poor preparation

the job" training.
explicit

how me's

parents

dealt

presence of incanpatible
adjustrrent.

children

instead

may only be present

for the new
we have "on

and it may be difficult
with a newborn.
expectations

or impossible

or the

will decrease

the

be a ho..ise-

the schedule of a rrother,

if she is concerned abo..it meeting all
4) Role incanpatibility

rrent as the demands of me social

to recall

3) Role conflict,

for a role,

, eases

in the examples set

Today wcxnenmay expect to do rrore than "just

by herself.

to

or the degree to which there are

wife" yet working does not always fit
especially

is necessary

for the expected behavior of the new rol

Role clarity

by one's o,,n parents,

to the transition

for parenthood;

2) Role clarity,

expectations

the transition.

relevant

the needs of her

will also hamper adjust-

role ccrnpete with the demands of

another.
Russell
difficulty

(1974) examined sore of the factors
in the transition

to parenthood.

contril:uting

High marital

to

satisfaction

10

was correlated

with a lower experience

and length of the marriage
cations

were negatively

of the new role.

parenthood
marital

Russell

were more likely

relationship.

cation.

without

creased

that

the decrease
in parental

questioned,

in marital

tut

predicted

and Cole suggested

a need for research

variables

of marital

In yet another

ent,

proportions."

and slightly

greater

designed

satisfaction
or gratifi-

their

baby was born

to the new role
lower marital

happiness.

satisfaction

had de-

was still

viewed

they found no items
to parenthood.

Hobbs

to find reliable

using Black parents,
of adjusting

Black couples

to the first

appeared

pre-

Hobbs and Wimbish
child were not

to have slightly

problems than white parents,
Preparation

Recent research

adjustment

marriage

satisfaction.

replication,

(1977) found the difficulties
"of crisis

marital

to the

Hobbs and Cole (1976)

that parenthood

In a review of the literature

which consistently

dictor

in general

of Hobbs' (1965) research,

over the ten year period,

as a minor crisis.

satisfaction

(spouse)

of

it had changed for

they might report

a decrease

the role of children

their

in marital

as happy as before

mentioning

In a replication
discovered

than to be benefits

from the old role

When specifically

with the gratifi-

the gratifications

of the baby, or that

people may feel

because the emphasis shifts

satisfaction,

that

Even so, most couples reported

for by an increase

Overall,

(parent).

suggested

What may occur is that

is ccmpensated

though the planning

correlated

to be personal

had not changed since the birth
the better.

of crisis,

however.

for Parenting

has focused on the variables

surrounding

the

differ-

11

father's

adjustinent

perceptions

to parenthood.

of their

primarily

role,

Nurturing,

changes in lifestyle

teaching,

included

reported

skills,

they had observed other fathers,

One fourth

tut only 25 percent

of the sample reoriented

to include other parents.
fathers,

assessment

their

or actual

and

effect

on the marital

75 percent

of the rren
had talked
to prepare.

network of friends,
suggest
parenthood

is a function

con-

adequacy as fathers,

and 70 percent

These behaviors

Whether this

techniques

child,

did any babysitting

may no longer raTianticize

observed by LeMasters.

first

Areas of personal
their

for fatherhood,

were seen as

Men anticipated

of their

involved.

infant-care

In preparation

to other fathers,

least

the birth

and concern over the baby's

concerns,

relationship.

and providing

however.

role,

about what parenthood

cern for fathers
financial

following

themselves

and fewer who saw themselves as

major components of the fathering

were realistic

fathers'

and found rrore men who considered

breadwinner-providers

nurturant-caregivers.

Obrzut (1976) studied

presumably

that adults

or at

to the extent
of different

changes over time has not teen deter-

mined.
Wunderlich
while preparing
father's

(1978) reported
parents

well for the childbirth

role as a support to his wife, rather

needs and feelings.
social

contacts,

pectant

fathers.

in the lator
affected.

that prepared childbirth

Expectant

fathers

If the father

were treated

his perceptions

emphasize the

than attending

to his

in her study changed their

seeking out other fathers

process,

process,

classes,

and especially
as an active

of his future

other exparticipant

role might be

12

Hott (1976) recorrrnended childbirth
is a tilre of stress
that childbirth
benefits

for beth parents.

education

the baby, rather

te aware that pregnancy

educators

One suggestion

made by Hott was

should focus on how childbirth

preparation

than the marital

since

to the baby are known, while benefits

relationship,

to the rrarriage

benefits

are only assumed,

and desired.
Fein (1976a) has found that
ITUchless than a crisis
adjustment
fulfilled

was related

for rren.

to parenthood may be

the transition
Fein famd that

to the man's developing

were directly

creased.

responsible

Men in this

material support

In another

sare kind of role which

for infant

study reported

care,

receiving

during the pregnancy and early
report,

beth gratified
affected

family life.

to which they felt

Often rren felt

but more rren felt

than felt

excluded.

partwn adjustment,
families,

themselves

emotional

parenting

including

several

preparation

1978).

and feeling

When parents

fathers

rut viere

or excluded from

comfortable
participated

support

in responsibility

of their

from

for infant
for new parents.

is available

in the new role
irr a series

of their

involved in post-

for parenting,

is a major determinant

felt

in the new family triad

factors

perceive

or

never
Men

experience,

Fein strongly recarmended support and education
The arrount of support

de-

periods.

requires.

included

included

and agreerrent about the roles

parenthood

anxiety

excluded due to the constraints

Fein listed

the postpartum period

When

Fein (1976b) noted many rren reported

and burdened by the parenthood

by the extent

their

little

having had any idea how much v.0rk a small infant

care.

postpartwn

his needs as well as those of his wife and child.

fathers

jobs,

effective

to them in

valuing

(Gibaud-Wallston,

of ten discussion

group
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meetings

in the first

ten weeks of parenting,

support

was more important

selves.

This study points

and intervention

their

hood more favorably,
parenting

parenting

and competence,

perceptions

than the group discussion

out the need for investigations

in the early

loss of self-esteem
alter

for fathers

the amount of perceived

period.

of the experience,

made, it was associated

a

will

and help them to view parent-

the pattern

with a positive

suffer

intervention

Wandersrnan ( 1980) reported

groups did not affect

of support

If parents

perhaps early

them-

that

support

of adjustments

overall

fran

new fathers

adjustment

to the baby

at 9-10 months.
The Parent

Education

1977) was developed

Program (PEP) (Johnson,

to teach mothers skills

wcmen are not receptive

to information

when it was found that many

resented

by medical personnel.

Waren in the program were taught

by other

rrothers,

the hospital

of their

baby.

following

wanen have been taught
The PACE (Parents

the birth

Kayne, & Mittleider,

while they stayed
Using mother models,

such skills

as feeding

and bathing

infants.

After Childbirth

Education)

program was developed

to help new mothers overcane or avoid symptoms of postpartum
(Zinner

&

Hertzrnan,

1978i.

Up to 80 percent

with one symptom being an increased

need.

at hane with a newborn, the mother may feel

is no one available
attended

to help her.

workshops weekly for eight

Participants

infants

dependency
there

in the PACEprogram

weeks; sessions

Mothers began the workshops when their

depression

of all wc,,ren experience

some depression,
Isolated

lasted

1½ hours.

were between one week

and nine nonths old, and each group was canposed of 8-10 warren.
week a different

topic was discussed,

in

and questions

Each

from mothers were
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answered.

Although there was no forrnal evaluation

workshops,

Zinner and Hertzman reported

sessions

favorably.

very

the week was a great

through
&

was a parent

job of parenting

inforrnation,

less

topics,

and fiJni.s, to combine factual

iences.

The groups were led by a rnale-fenale

Increasing

parents'

methods of increasing

project

used trained

Although children

in this

the discussion

groups;

did not have attitude
controls.
analysis

parents

of the role

effect

support

in that

attitudes.

Relations

discussion

a series

groups.
differ-

of attending
of lectures

nor did the untreated
it is the only experirrental

plays in affecting

have used or advocated
on parental

network are two

as a result

who attended

or behavior changes,

be smoother.

school age, significant

of the parents

This study is relevant

Other studies
their

control

exper-

to parents.

to lead parent

study were all

ences were found in the attitudes

will

the Austin Parent-Child

lay group leaders

guest

the resources

the social

available

that

the birth

team of parents.

to parenthood

and strengthening

Cheavens (1974) reported

support"

with sharing

that by increasing

the resources

after

including

inforrnation

the transition

skills

and social

and then met monthly for four

speakers

Wandersman and Wandersrre.n believe

and rrore

as soon as possible

Meetings focused on specific

to new parents

isolated

Small groups of six to ten couples

of the baby (al:out two 1ronths postpartum)

available

the

support program aimed

shared experiences,

Wandersrre.n, 1977).

met weekly for six weeks beginning

rrore rronths.

evaluated

source of support. .. "

at "rre.king the difficult

(Wandersman

parents

of the

"Kna..1ing there was someone to talk with during

The Family Development Project

rewarding

that

of the effect

parental

attitudes.

support groups without

evaluating
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Stranik

and Hogl::erg ( 1979) noted the lack of support

four to six s.eeks postpartum,
rrent is the rrost difficult.
when ,obstetric

They noted there

care ends and pediatric

the new parents

feeling

At the University
supervised

even though this

stranded

with their

is the t:i.rre when adjustis a gap l::etween the t:i.rre

care l::egins, which may leave

without support or reliable

of Minnesota Hospital

by a team of nurses.

in the first

information.

groups for new parents

were

Meetings were held in the evening so

fathers

could attend,

infants

were one to four weeks old, and there were four weekly sessions.

Three phases of discussion
term needs and concerns.
prenatal

classes,

cussion
suggested

there

Group participants

and according

effectiveness

long and short

knew each other frcm

to Stranik

and Hogl::erg, informal disin this

should be sorre form of folla,1-up

a year old.

situation.

They

meetings when infants

There was no formal evaluation

of the program, but parents

very enthusiastic

interactions

were reported

of the

to have teen

about the meetings.

Wente and Crockenberg

(1976) found that

the newborn disrupted

between husband and wife in the areas of sex, sharing,

arid mutual nurturance.
across

infants.

began when

to four months old, and that these m~etings could continue

the child_was

fathers

Classes

were used, covering parents'

was the optimal 1node for learning

were three
until

wives and infants.

They compared Lamaze-prepared

two infant

age groups;

Only three groups resulted

in the 0-3 month category
questionnaires

0-3 rronths and 4-7 month old
since there were too few fathers

who were nonprepared.

and interviews

experiences,

and no differences

\-/ere found.

Difficulty

aoout their

adjusting

with nonprepared

Fathers

childbirth

l::etween prepared
to fatherhood

were given

and parenting

and nonprepared
was positively

fathers

correlated
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with disturbances
period

in the husband-wife

was observed

fathers

in this

in the two infant

group felt

rrore tethered

interviews

newarly

the birth

that

attention.

him.

Perhaps

social

tioned

feeling

infant

than they actually

for what folla·JS

it.

their

in the pcstpartwn

In

loss

for

the loss

admitting

period.

since

have

the process

of the wife's
in the inter-

they need attention

of the fathers

in Stranik

indicates

of sleep

in caring

rrenfor the

and Ho:,berg's

study

of childbirth,

rut not

the need for education

Prepared

childbirth

classes

in only one area of parenting,

and

are

and only

the baby arrives.
Miller

opportunity
problems
marital

and Sollie

(1980) suggested

for new parents
of the early

stresses

scores

increased

period.

the sixth

rronths postpartum.

the baby was born,

pcst-parenthocd

to work through

parenting

during

at one and eight

rut

tirre for them.

operate

Several

Fathers

This again

the needs of parents

age

to be nore involved

repared

filling

stress

wives.

were.

suppcrt

after

atout

fran

in the older

with the questionnaire

factors

fathers

they had expected

they had been well

before

complained

between

his wife didn't

conflicted

desirability

fran

less

comnented on their

which prevent
suppcrt

fathers

wives having

These findings
frequently

and errotional

was that

rut only one remarked

fathers

view situation

said

by their

No "Baby honeymoon"

and the only difference

age groups

fathers

of thereby,

ena.igh tirre for
result

all

study

relationship.

and alleviate

They measured

rronth of pregnancy,
Personal

stress

for both rren and worren .

had been lower than their

over the eight

classes

husbands'

rronth postpartum

as an

sane of the
the personal

and

and then again
scores

1-.ere higher

Women's personal
during

period.

pregnancy,
The marital

stress
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scores

of the mothers also increased

father's

scores

remained fairly

of the mothers increased
fathers

stable.

decrease

well-being

occurring

month period,

The personal

between one and eight

had the lowest personal

a significant

over the eight

well-being

though
scores

months postpartum,

scores

at eight

b.lt

rronths, with

at the same tirre the women experienced

an increase

Although support
experimentally

groups for parents

investigated,

their

remains to be demonstrated.

obtain

effectiveness

The spontaneous

ing these groups have reportedly
may merely provide

a social

children

with parents

of infants

corments of parents

been enthusiastic,

function

have been

attend-

b.lt these groups

which new parents

might otherwise

elsewhere.

Obrzut's
period

data suggest

that

parents

rut are unsure h= to obtain

case for men.

Men may change their

more about the role

they will

does not seem to be enough.

arise.

If an expectant

it;

at least

this

parenting

seems to be the

network and attempt

soon assume, b.lt preparation

to learn

in advance

Before a new baby is torn and present

parent

of a new baby brings,

want help in the early

social

the hare 24 hours a day, the important

birth

of older

questions

could anticipate

the transition

of parenting
all

in

rray not

the changes the

to parenthood

would be less

difficult.
The studies
defining

by Fein have suggested

that

the man needs help in

a role which rreets the needs of his own situation.

nan is in the fathering

role he cannot

his wife and his baby. Most parents

kn<J,J

Until

the

what will work best with

are aware of the cultural

expecta-
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tions

for their

new roles

rut these may not suit
stereotypes

provide parents

their

the needs of individual

are kno,m, the expectations

rut not correspond

discuss

with individual

o,m family.

are unique or selfish.
are reluctant

adjustments.

to discuss

They may feel

as lack of sleep,

that parents

sometimes require
exhausted

Support groups rray

which fill

their

and problems

jealous
attention

aspects

physical

rrarital

of their

of adult

children,

behavior

rut newbcrns

ever continuing

realize

adjustrrents;

at the end

the transition

several

weeks after

the baby is born he begins to eat and sleep on a rrore regular
which permits

parents

to relax

and catch up on sleep,

needs change, and he makes new demands, requiring
attention.

Helping parents

individual

different

used support groups have reported

period.

predaninantly

examined the effect

of beth sexes cane to support

within the marital

kinds of

cope by giving them a chance to discuss

ease the problems in the early parenting

parents

schedule,

rut the infant's

babies and what seem to be iJllpossible situations

have not systematically

is

which may leave toth parents

Suppcrt groups may help parents

to parenthood requires

such

has suffered

in the early weeks, and unable to "see the light

of the tunnel."

of their

inconveniences

relationship

One of the stereotypes

incessant

to

the needs of

questions

the rrore personal

free to discuss

should not feel

When only the

as Wente and Crockenberg found, new

while denying their

since the baby was bcrn.

families.

to observe other parents,

need not feel

Perhaps,

as breadwinners)

of the role rray be understood

and reach solutions

Parents

fathers

expectations.

with the oppcrtunity

ccmron concerns,

parents

(rrothers as nurturers,

Studies

should
which have

on wanen, or else

of the support group.

group meetings,

dyad may be brought up and discussed

When

the problems
in a controlled
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atrrosphere,

which may help each spo.ise

the other,

and realize

The present
discussions

in their

study was designed

on personal,

postpartum
talking

problems

period.

with other

marital,

It

new parents

the first

tine

opp::,rtunity

things

separated
to obtain

as a man or wO!w.n tries

care

for their

rather

l:ut unable

be at home with

the needs of the adult,

feel

in the early

rrore comfortable

aren't

feelings

may be unable

perfect.

frunilies,

irember.

to rerrember their

Or, a couple

roles

etc.

newoorns;

feelings

parents

to ask

When new parents

are

they may have even less

may further

to sinultaneously

a gcxxl employee,

of groop

from relatives.

The demands of different

parent,

that

from their

support

are not unique.

to examine the effect

they becarre parents.

geographically

marriage

the needs of

than they would with a family

may be v-'211 intentioned,

and admit that

understand

and parental

is possible

Relatives

for advice

tetter

leave

stuck

the fun new baby.
helping

the situation

te a gcxxl spouse,

Women often

rren may feel

complicate

a gcxxl

interesting

jobs

to

at '.-KJrkwhen they '.-KJ!lld

A support

h:i.rry'her to feel

groop could

comfortable

fill

in the new

role.
Hypotheses
Although

it

as a "crisis",
varying
that

it

degrees

is often

a tine

of adjustircnt.

feelings

rnents of these
points

following
personal,

in time:

of stress

changes

the birth

marital,

Tine T 1 , about

study

of their

first

marital,
child.

feelings

two weeks tefore

requiring

it was hypothesized

in personal,

and parental

to parenthcxxl

for new parents,

In the present

rren and waren ,..ould rep::,rt

parental

three

is a misnomer to speak of the transition

and
Measure-

,-'2re taken

at

the baby was due;
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Time T2 , when babies
were about fifteen
early

weeks old.

postpartwn

parental

were about six weeks old;

period

satisfaction

Specifically,
a)

would report
than parents

it was hypothesized

Personal

well-being

following

Self-esteem
be highest

c)

Marital

d)

Parenting

would increase

competence

less

described

for =nen
after

than for rren.

Support

period

follo.,ing

role.

would be expected

to check ho,, they are doing in their

feelings

the

to experience

signifi-

and parental

feelings

to have the greatest

opportunity

also

rrore for

Men and wo1nen who have support

in the personal,narital,

should

at T3 .

as one method of easing

of parental

well-being

of the

over tiJne and be highest

would be expected

competence,

the birth

would increase

on feelings

though marital

of the baby and

and be lowest

of canpetence

the parenting

of a decline

and personal

support.

rren and warren

the birth

system has been suggested

atove.

for toth

would increase

than for rrothers.

in the postpartwn

cantly

and

that:

both rren and =nen,

fathers

into

marital,

who did not experience

would decline

Feelings

transition

personal,

in the

at T3 .

at T 3 .

A support

early

for

greater

support

of the baby, and would be lo....est at time

declines

satisfaction

baby,

who received

would decline

the birth

T3 , with greater
b)

Parents

and Time T3' when infants

as new parents

would have the
new roles.

be positively

may be relatively

effect

unchanged

influenced
by it.

Self-esteem
by support,
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~IE'I'l!OD

Subjects
When the study l:;egan, the sample consisted
awaiting

the birth

was solicited
childbirth
vited

of their

first

during attendance
series.

child.

Participation

at the final

class

parents

attending

All first-time

to participate

of 42 couples,

each

in the study

in a prepared
classes

in the study of the transition

were in-

to parenthood.

Measurement
Farr scales
points

in time.

disclosing
naire

were used to assess

to participants

atout

atout

their

parents

and final

of the scale.
described

The first

question-

below, along with

of the participants.

experiences,

they had received
questionnaire

to avoid

In

following

and ansv.ered questions
the birth

was canposed solely

of the baby.
of the four

(See Appendix A).
The first

participate

questionnaire

in the study,

was administered

several

questionnaire

oonths after
was alx>ut

after

couples agreed to

when they were approximately

from the end of the pregnancy.
stered

at three

again ccrnpleted the four scales,

lalx>r and delivery

the support

The third
scales

the nature

derrographic characteristics

the second questionnaire
described

perceptions

Each scale was renamed on the questionnaire

was canp:ised of the four scales

questions

individual

t\-.o

The second questionnaire

the first

questionnaire,

oonths after

the second.

t\-.o

weeks away

was ad.miniand the third
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Scales
A.

The personal

scale

feelings

inventory

(see Appendix G) is the well-being

developed by Campbell, Converse and Rodgers (1976) in their

of the quality

of Arrerican life.

and the rreasure of well-being
general

affect"

scale was used to yield

which had an alpha reliability

of the index over eight
The personal

The study interviewed

over 2000 adults

an "index of

of .89.

The stability

months was .56.

feelings

in semantic differential

study

inventory

uses nine adjective

form, to assess

well-being.

pairs

arranged

The reliability

of the scale was .87 at tirre T1 , .77 at T2 , and .91 at T3 (see Table 1).
Because two items on the scale

tapped a different

being they were combined to form a subscale
The tv,o itmes "easy-hard"

and "free-tied

question

life

being.

of how difficult
The reliability

is right

called

dirrension than wellpersonal

stress.

da,m" appear to answer the
now rather

of the hard subscale

than assessing

well-

was .36 at T1 , .13 at T2 ,

and .65 at T3 .
A score for each ite.~ on the scale was derived
items 2, 4, and 5 before
corresponded

to greater

a low sense of well-being.
to 5.
three
B.

they were scored,
sense of well-being
Possible

by reversing

so that a high score
and a low score indicated

scores on each item ranged from

A rrean score for each scale was calculated

at each of the

items.

The feelings

about mvself

(see Appendix H) scale was the self-

esteem scale developed by Rosenberg (1965) for use with high school
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Table 1
The Inter-Item

Reliability

of Scales

Used

As Dependent Variables

Inter-Item
Reliability
(Alpha Coefficient)
T1

T2

T3

.87

.77

.91

.36

.13

.65

Self-Esteem

.82

. 77

.88

Marital

.78

.81

.88

.77

.84

.88

Personal

Feelings

Personal

Stress

respects

worse.

Competence

to measure attitudes

is defined

himself

Subscale

Satisfaction

Parenting

students,

Inventory

by Rosenberg,
himself,

better
11

toward self.

"we shall

considers

than others,

in the present

an asterisk

and validated

himself

was tested

on

on 50 young

of the scale was .85 when used previously;
of .82,

self-esteem.

.77 and .88 were found at
were administered.

on each item, with higher

scores

Items 1, 2, 4, 6 and 7 (marked with

in Appendix M) were reversed

score would indicate

does not consider

and seniors,

times the questionnaires

a higher

he does not consider

arid the scale

A score fran 1-4 was possible
indicating

self-esteem

the individual

items,

study reliabilities

each of the three

worthy,

mt he definitely

There are ten Likert-type

The reliability

simply mean that

himself

over 5000 high school juniors
adults.

The construct

high self-esteem.

in scoring,

so that

a high
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c.

The marital

faction

feelings

scale

specific

developed

aspects

by Miller

of the marital

used with 140 warried
reliability

(see Appendix I) scale

adults,

in the present

is the marital

(1976) and uses

relationship.

seven items

The scale

and had a reliability

satisto examine

was previously

of .81.

The

study was . 78 at T 1 , .81 at Tz, and .88 at

T3.
All items
strong

in this

agreeirent

a high score.
D.

indicated
Possible

The parental

version

scale

high marital
scores

feelings

in Likert

sense of cc:n,petence scale

middle-class

are two subscales,
valuing/canfort

The scale

adults,

dir.ension,

them.

Because

for a while,

the first

item on the scale

the problems

was found to 10\•;er the scale
ability

of the scale

Scale,

reliability,

in the present

study

by

and was tested

tine

study

parents.

the other

There
a

did not separate

("Now that

of baby-care

is a rrodified

was based on the

dinension,

though the present

in

1 to 5.

developed

who were first

one a skill/kn™ledge

parent

fron

and K) scale

Wagner and Morse (1975) Sense of Job Canpctence
on 132 white,

and resulted

on each item ranged

and Wandersman (1978).

form such that

satisfaction,

(see AppendicesJ

of the parenting

Gibaud-Wallston

were arranged

I've

are easier

been a
to solve")

it was dropped.

The reli-

was .7·7 at T 1 , .84 at T2 ,

and . 88 at T3 .
The 20 items
and strong

on the scale

disagreement

of parenting
were reversed

with an item ge,-ierally

cc:n,petence,
before

were arranged

being

in a Likert-type
indicated

format,

a strong

sense

though i terns 6 , 7, 10, 11 , 13 , 15, 17, and 19
scored

(see Appendix M).
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Procedure
Participation
the couple's
teginning

final

explained

search project

the instructor
that

after

by the investigator

in a prepared childbirth
introduced

she was there to talk

the class,

speech about the project.

throughout
that

class

of the class

the class,

short

in the study was solicited

the two-hour class,

if they were interested,

series.

during

At the

the investigator

to

to them about a re-

and then let the investigator
The investigator

wake a

remained present

and when it was over reminded couples
they cculd stay after

class

and fill

out

the questionnaires.
Couples were informed that
participate

in the study,

about different

aspects

all

first-time

which was designed
of life

parents

were invited

change when a person becanes a parent.

Couples were told they would complete three questionnaires,
every other month, to compare their
babies were born.

would be nailed

Couples who agreed to participate

questionnaire.
to respect
after

variables

of the study a

to them.
in the study read and signed an

Husbands and wives used separate
privacy

in responding

they had completed the forms.

C, G, H, I, and

their

form (see Appendix B), then completed the first

each other's

four instruments

before and after

rut were told that upon canpletion

copy of the results

informed consent

feelings

about one

Couples were not informed of the specific

under investigation,

to

to find out how feelings

were included

~aphic

in the first

forms, and were asked

and discuss

answers only

information,
questionnaire

and all

(see Appendices

J).

Because the initial

design of the study was experimental,

couples
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had been randcmly

being recruited

assigned

to a treatrrent

for the study.

The narres of all

were kna,m to the investigator,
to a grrup.
study,

Because

this

and each cruple

sore couples

procedure

or a control

resulted

decided

group prior

cruples

in each class

was randanly

assigned

not to participate

in 22 treatrrent

to

in the

cruples,

and 20 control

within

a few weeks after

couples.
Cruples
their

were told

they wa1ld be contacted

baby was torn.

They were not inforrred

and were unaware of any intended
Approximately
the treatrrent
discussion
caning

week of the first

to give birth,

could care.

grrup.

and they were told

couples

might have been in their

not attended,

the others

When couples

interested.

All other

couples

said

all

said

within

seven couples

there

a

in the

would be other

and that
education

new

sare of the
class.

to find

oot why they had
minds and

they ,-.ere too different
SES, and felt

their

and coold not be rret in a grrup
they would care

three

were to have

they had changed their

and of higher

about

only one mother sho,ied up,

1-.ere contacted

They felt

in being older

and needs ,.ere different,

childbirth

rreeting,

only one couple

,,ere no longer

that

the same age as theirs,

of the first

with her baby.

so that

and seven couples

in

in a parent

were very enthusiastic

These were the first

with babies

each couple

Couples were contacted

rreeting,

parents

The evening

baby was torn,

and tin-es were arranged

scheduled

the first

manipulation.

and asked to participate

On the phone parents

meml:ers of the family

study

their

group was contacted

to the rreetings,

cai,prised

experirrental

two weeks after

group.

of the group they were in,

to a second rreeting,

fran
concerns

of this

sort.

and so a
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second meeting was scheduled.
had teen invited
acceptable
treatment

to attend

This time, no one attended.

the second meeting,

number present,

Ten couples

in hopes of having an

and when it appeared that nearly half the

group was not interested

approach to experimentally

in the treatrrcnt,

assessing

an alternative

the role of postpartum supports

was used.
At this point the study design was changed to a short-term
tudinal

correlational

additional

section

role of supports

study rather

than an experimental

the fact

The second questionnaire

in the postpartum

was administered

respond to the second questionnaire

until

his data were included with the others
was so much older.

when infants

questionnaires

his infant

in spite

The investigator

to assess

the

period.

2 and 12 weeks old, with the mean age of 6.57 weeks.

infant

one, and an

was added to the second questionnaire
after

longi-

were J:etween

One father

didn't

was 20 weeks old;

of the fact that the

delivered

rrost of the

by hand, and picked them up one week later.

Two

couples could not J:e reached at the time of the second questionnaire
(one rroved, the other could not J:e reached by phone, by mail,

or in

person).
The third
second.

was sent about two 1ronths after

the

Babies ranged in age fran 9 to 24 weeks, with a mean of

15.54 weeks.
usually

questionnaire

the

second and third

had a week to canplete

the questionnaire.

able to finish
to finish
them until

With both

responding

in this

as soon as possible,
they were done.

questionnaires,
. Most cruples

couples
were

arrount of time, tut they were asked

and the investigator

This resulted

continued

in a 95 percent

to remind

response rate
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on the second questionnaire,
third.

(TvJO

and a 90 percent

couples were lost at each tine,

at the end of the study.)

response rate on the
resulting

in 38 cooples
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RESULTS
Dem:Jqraphic Characteristics

The derrographic

inforrration

obtained

the sample to be well educated,
least

some college

married

or training

of the Sarrple

from the respondents

with 78 percent

having finished

beyond high schocl.

two years on the average,

shaved

though length

at

Couples had been

of marriage ranged

fran five rronths to ten years.
Table 2
Sample Characteristics

Husband
n

X

Age

41

24.9

Education

42

Income

40

Months Married

42

Wife
SD

n

SD

X

4.02

42

1.28

42

$16,275

9.36

40

$16,400

9.31

24.43

20. 77

42

24.21

20.29

3.36*

23.29

3.9

3.17*

1.03

*1=some high school, 2=high schocl graduate, 3=some college/technical
schocl, 4=college graduate, 5=graduate study.
The average age of the sample was 24, with rren slightly
(24.9 years)

than their

sanewhat rrore educ;:,tion,
point.

wives (23 years).

older

Men had also canpleted

with rrore having finished

college

at this

30
For such a young sample,
average
again,

income was unexpectedly
the incomes

in this

The median family
figures
their
felt

with

incare

most recent

their

not working

work atout

Couples

inadequate".

after

in their

15 weeks after

parison

of scores

on each of the five

they felt
wives

(t = -5.0,

self-esteem,
(t

their

= 2.12,

lives

the
were

Husbands and

the wife would return

to

Differences

questionnaire.

self-esteem,
several

differences

Men reported

expected

"homemakers".

that

at T 1 .

though 40 percent

two weeks l::efore the babies

the first

esteem.

at T 1 , 39 percent

expectations

completed

Significant

though none

when questioned

themselves

couples

revealed

that

the baby was torn.

At T 1 , approximately

competence)

(1978

on the average

the baby was torn,

Male-Female

stress,

per year.

Husbands were more likely

income was sufficient,

at T 1 and considered

l::eing, personal

reported

enough" or "somewhat inadequate",

working

wives were similar

though

from $4,000-$45,000

whose wives were working

wife to continue

the

for the Cache County area was $14,300

wives to feel

Of couples

of them students,

(over $16,000 annually)

sample ranged

income was "very

than their

high

available).

income was "just

19 percent

Using paired

dependent
marital

p '0.0005).

on the "feelings

variables

stress

com-

(personal

stress

at this

and tied

and self-

time,

indicating

dOt/11, than their

scale

than their

different

in their

greater
wives did

p< 0.025).

Men and warren were not significantly

well-

and parenting

At the same time men reported
about myself"

42

(see Table 3).

were found in personal

were m:ire difficult

all

t-tests,

satisfaction,

sex differences

much more personal

were due,

personal
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well-being
parenting

NS), murital

competence

reversed
scores

= 0.67,

(t

= -0.33,

(t

in scoring,

stress

well-being
In other

scale,
words,

NS).

in fact,

scale

that

they increased

personal

stress

Because

of the personal

indicate

score

stress

over time.

a subscale

on both scales

a high personal

NS) or

Because of the way items were

was originally

high scores

= 0.47,

(t

Table 3 seems to suggest

of ¼Omen decreased

the personal

satisfaction

positive

indicates

feelings.

lOVJpersonal

stress.
At T2 , when infants
significant

differences

were no significant
(t

were about

= -0.8,

six weeks old,

between husbands

differences

NS0, personal

(t

on the well-being

= -0.47,

at T2 (t = -0.87,

satisfaction

cant

beb-,een the sexes was in parenting

reported

greater

parenting

weeks of parenting

experience

At T3' when infants
greater

sense

p< 0.05)
NS).

but did not differ

husbands

=nen

NS).

after

six

stress

tine

a

= -1.92,

(t

at T3 (t

At this

than their

experienced

husbands

in self-esteem

competence

waren

0.05).

than their

= 1. 11,

(t

parenting

= 0.38,

The only signifi-

in the anount of personal

satisfaction

greater

p

(t

ccmpetence;

15 weeks old,

well-being

Men and wanen did not differ

reported

than their

= -1.86,

(t

were about

of personal

or in marital

p

corrp2tence

NS).

There

scale

NS) self-esteem

NS), or marital
difference

were fewer

and wives than at T 1 .

in scores

stress

there

(t

= 0.82,

= 0.67,

NS)

\-.Qllen still

husbands

(t

= -3.29,

<0.005).
Overall,

and after

parents

the birth

painted
of their

the mean score

for either

Though fathers

reported

a positive
first

child.

sex never

fell

greater

personal

picture

of life

both before

On the well-being

scale

bclOVJ 4.25 of a possible

5.

stress

the

than

their

wives,
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Table 3
Male-Female Score Differences

on Five Dependent Variables

Men
X

Wanen
n

n

X

T value

2-tail

probability

Personal

'1'1 4.40

39

4.32

40

0.67

NS

Well-Being

T2 4.36

37

4.44

38

-0.80

NS

T3 4.25

36

4.48

38

-1.92

0.05

Personal

'1'1 3.09

39

3.84

40

-5.00

0.0005

Stress

'1'2 3.04

37

3.11

38

-0.47

NS

T3 3.08

36

3.22*

38

-0.82

NS

'1'1 3.30

40

3. 13

40

2.12

0.025

T2 3.27

38

3.24

38

0.38

NS

T3 3.30

38

3.24

38

0.67

NS

T1 3.86

40

3.93

40

-0.47

NS
NS

Self-Esteem

Marital

'1'2 3.64

37

3. 77

38

-0.87

T3 3.65

37

3.45

38

1.11

NS

Parenting

T1 2.69

40

2.71

40

-0.33

NS

Competence

T2 2.80

38

2.93

38

-1.86

0.05

T3 2.83

38

3.06

38

-3.29

0.005

Satisfaction

*See note in text regarding

personal

stress

scores.
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mean scores
pairs

were around

rather

than

the self-esteem
satisfaction

extreme

scale

were between

faction.

A sense

men and ,.aren
1:egin with.

difficulty.

extremely

over the course
Mean scores

changes

in well-being

appeared

of the study,

analyzed

tin-es,

and tied

Marital
the birth
considerably

decline

p<.0.001).
stress

satisfaction

in marital

significant
Parenting

appeared

tut

down after

stress

women reported
the birth

= 2.81,
and all

rrost affected

satisfaction
p(0.008)

\vomen, on the other

hand,

differences

by

of rren declined
tut

this

decline

showed a continuing
were statistically

4).

competence

Men experienced

Personal

to be the variable

The marital

satisfaction,

(see Table

any significant

by T3 .

child.

to T3 .

paired

There had not been any significant

between T 1 and T2 (t

did not continue

hood.

rrore difficult

of the first

l::oth

significance.

using

men nor wcmen experienced

life

in personal

satis-

Over Tirre

of the study,

decrease

perfect

Mean

it was not lad to

(see Table 4) or self-esteem.

= 6.07,

the study.

for statistical

in men did not change over the course

of the baby (t

Marital

to grow for

though

at each of the three

neither

was significantly

high on

,.ere between 2 and 3, with a maximum possible

of scores

showed that

adjective

3 out of 4.

of 5 indicating

corrpetence

Differences

t-tests

on the

high or low throughout

Changes over tirre were next

A comparison

of at least

3 and 4, with a score

of parenting

neutrality

Both nen and worren scored

with rrean scores

was never

scores

of 4.

3 (of 5) indicating

also

increased

an increase

in the transition

between T 1 and T2 (t

to parent-

= -2.61,

p<.0.01)

Table 4
Changes in the Dependent Variables

MEN

Over Three Points

T1-T2

in Time for Men and Women

T2-T3

n

t-value

n

t-value

Personal

Well-Being

39

0.81

NS

37

2.65

Personal

Stress

0.49
0.65

NS

37

Self-Esteem

39
40

NS

38

-0.37
-0.67

NS
NS

Marital

40

2.81

0.008

37

-0.07

40

-2.16

0.01

38

-0.95

Satisfaction

Parenting

Ccmpetence

WOMEN

probability

T1-T3

T1-T2

probability

n

t-value

36

3. 19

0.003

36

0.57

NS

38
37

o. 18

NS

2.21

NS
0.03

NS

38

-2.67

0.01

0.01

T2-T3

probability

T1-T3

Personal

Well-Being

40

1.22

NS

38

1.28

NS

38

2.40

Personal

Stress

40

6.07

0.001

38

-1.04

NS

38

5.00

Self-Esteem

40

-2. 18

0.04

38

-0.10

NS

38

-1.49

NS

Marital

40

2.01
-4.08

38
38

2.39
-3.20

0.02

40

0.05
0.001

38
38

3.96
-7. 15

0.001
0.001

Parenting

Satisfaction
Competence

0.003

0.02
0.001

35
b.it there was not change between T2 and T3 .
affected

more strongly

parenting

over the course of the study.

wcrren's changes were statistically

each test

varied.

questionnaire,
least

that subject

t-tests

in

All the

(see Table 4).

were used, the number of cases included

some subjects

left

were left

in

42 couples completed the first

items blank.

If enough items (at

blank on any of the instruments,

were not included

dent variable.

significant

For example, although

50 percent)

competence was

for women than for men, with wcrren increasing

competence feelings

Because paired

Parenting

in the analysis

The number of cases included

the data for

of that particular
in the analyses

depen-

is given in

each table.
Sources of Support
were analyzed to determine

their

ship to the dependent variables.

The six support

Each support variable

(doctors,

churches,

support group, LaLeche League) was

rated

family,

variables

friends,

by the new parents

parent

on a four point scale

( 1 - no help,

2 - no help,

no interference;

3 - sarewhat helpful;

to determine

how parents

alx>ut whatever support

Doctors and families
with new parents
families
canparison

felt

received

about equally

were either

the highest
divided

doctor and family support
nonsupportive

compared to parents

who rated

Table 5 sho,1s the results

they received.

mean scores for support,

in responding

the same size,

that doctors
In order

parents

in the lowest three categories

or sorrewhat helpful)

interfered;

4 - very helpful),

"somewhat" or "very" helpful.

groups of approximately

relation-

and

to have

who rated
(interfering,

were grouped into one category,

and

doctor and family support as "very helpful".

of an analysis

of variance

of m:x:lerate and
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Table 5
Analysis

of Variance Between Perceived

Fran Doctors and Personal,

High and Moderate Support

Marital,Parental

df

Well -Being T3
Q-35
main effects
x=4.42
residual
moderate support Q=39
x=4.34 total

Dependent Variables

ss

MS

f

p

o. 13

0.13

0.45

NS

0.04

NS

Personal

high support

Personal

rn:xlerate support

Self-Esteem

main effects

residual
n=J9
x=3.18
total

moderate support

main effects

0.29

73

20.79

0.29

1

0.03

0.03

72

43.53

0.61

73

43.55

0.60

1

0.75

0.15

73

11.86

o. 16

1

7 .12

72

43.36

0.60

73

50.48

0.69

1

0.33

0.33

residual

72

8.57

o. 12

total

73

8.90

0.12

72

J.03

T3

Q=35
x=3.88

moderate support

0.75 4.85

11. 12

residual
n=39
x=3.17 total

Satisfaction

high support

Parenting

20.65

T3

high support Q=35
x=3.38

Marital

72

Stress

high support

T
3
Q=35
x=J.14

1

main effects

Q=39 residual
x=3.26
total

7 .12 11.82 0.001

Sense of Competence T3

high support

Q=35
x=J.02

moderate support

n=39
x=2.89

main effects

2.75

NS

37

high dcx::tor support

on the five dependent variables

ceived high support

from dcx::tors was significantly

esteem and ITl3rital satisfaction.

fersonal

well-1:eing

satisfaction.

support

their

Since parents

responses

question

blank,

significant
support

the support

in this

only to marital

they received

from

had teen included

the idea of experimental

support

28 percent

in

groups was

could not have knONDwhat the question
left

meant,

the

of the sample there was no

with any of the dependent variables.

"La Leche League or other"

The last

was also unrelated

ance after

were asked whether they had received
their

come into their

baby was born, and 86 percent

to the

see Appendix F.)

They usually

(67 percent) , rut 17 percent
In most cases

(79 percent)

they had received

"just

"Did

the baby was born?"
a week

said they had teen helped for "several

it was the wife's

Parents

saneone had

was phrased,

had help for a few days to

though mothers-in-law,

were also mentioned.

any form of assist-

replied

home to help them. (The question

anyone come into your home to help you after

felt

of the parents

to

variables.

Parents

weeks".

was

(see Table 6).

This question

and for the remainder

asscx::iation

to selfhodever,

(Table 8) was related

were not used; in any event,

variable,

dependent

satisfaction

also rated

before

scores

The per-

from church membership was related

group meetings.

the questionnaire
abandoned.

support

from friends

Parents

parenting

well-being

and marital

sample, while support

related

Support from families,

asscx::iated only with personal
Table 7 shows that

at T .
3

rated

mother who provided

the help

other family members, and friends
this

the right

assistance

favorably,

amount" of help

and most

(74 percent)
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Table 6
Analysis

of Variance Between Perceived

From Family and Personal,

Marital,

Parental

df
Personal

Well-Being

high support

Personal

Stress

main effects

residual
Q=36
20
4
x= •
total

T

high support

i::!=38
x=3.71

moderate support

Parenting

main effects

residual
i::!=36
x=3.20 total

satisfaction

high support

MS

1

2.32

2.32

72

18.47

0.26

73

20. 79

0.29

1

0.30

0.30

72

43.26

0.60

73

43.55

0.60

1

0.33

0.33

72

11.54

0.16

73

11.86

o. 16

1

2.01

2.01

72

48.47

0.67

73

50.48

0.69

1

0.43

0.43

72

8.47

0. 12

73

8.90

0.12

f

p

9.04

0.004

0.49

NS

2.04

NS

2.98

NS

3.61

NS

3

i::!=38
x=3.33

moderate support

Marital

ss

T3

main effects
i::!=38
x=3.22
residual
moderate support n=36
x=3.10
total
high support

Self-Esteem

Dependent Variables

T
3

i::!=38
x=4.55

moderate support

High and Moderate Support

T3
ma.in effects

i::!=36 residual
x=3.38 total

Sense of Competence T
3

main effects
i::!=38
x=3.07
residual
moderate support n=36
x=2.a7
total
high support
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Table 7
Analysis

of Variance Between Perceived

Low, Moderate,

High Church Support and Personal,
Parental

Personal

x=4.25*

moderate support
high support

df

ss

MS

2

2.02

1 .01

68

18.37

0.27

70

20.37

0.29

2

0.46

0.23

residual

68

41 .59

0.61

total

70

42.05

0.60

2

0.22

0. 11

residual

68

11.49

0.17

total

70

11. 71

o. 17

2

4.77

2.38

residual

68

43.90

0.65

total

70

48.66

0.70

2

0.42

0.21

residual

68

7.94

o. 12

total

70

8.36

0.12

main effects

x=4.31 residual

x=4.64

total

T
3
x=3.08

moderate support
high support

x=3.25
T3

low support

x=3.23

moderate support
high support

main effects

x=J.25

x=3.36

Satisfation

low support

f

p

3.74

0.03

0.38

NS

0.64

NS

3.69

0.03

1. 79

NS

T3
main effects

x=3.39

moderate support
high support

main effects

x=3.23

Self-Esteem

x=3.38

x=3.95

Sense cf Competence T3

Parenting
low support

high support

main effects

x=2.89

moderate support

*For all

Dependent Variables

Stress

low support

Marital

Marital,

Well-BeL~g T3

low support

Personal

and

x=2.94

x=3.07

scales:

lo.•1 support
n=22.

n=27; mcx:lerate support

n=22; high support
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Table 8
Analysis

of Variance Between Perceived
High Support From Friends
Parental

Personal

x=4.40

x=3.23

x=3.19
T
3

low support

x=3.18

support

high support

f

2

0.92

0.46

1.65

NS

residual

71

19.86

0.28

total

73

20.79

0.29

2

0.59

0.29

0.48

NS

residual

71

42.97

0.61

total

73

43.55

0.60

2

0.37

o. 19

1. 15

NS

residual

71

11.49

0.16

total

73

11.86

0. 16

2

7.26

3.36

5.97

0.004

residual

71

43.21

0.61

total

73

50.48

0.69

2

0.45

0.22

1.87

NS

residual

71

8.45

o. 12

total

73

8.90

o. 12

p

T3

x=3.28

main effects

x=3.41

x=3.94

Sense of Competence T3

Parenting
low support

x=2.90

support

high support
*For all

x=3.27

x=3.37

support

high support

rrcderate

MS

main effects

Satisfaction

low support
rrcderate

ss

main effects

x=3.02

Self-Esteem

Marital

df

T
3

support

high support

rrcderate

Marital,

Dependent Variables

main effects

x=4.52

Stress

low support
rrcderate

x=4.22*

support

high support
Personal

and Personal,

and

Well-Being T
3

low support
rrcderate

Low, Moderate,

main effects

x=2.90

X=3.07

scales:

low support n=21; mo:lerate support
n=21.

n=32; high support
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though m::,re parents
than tco little

felt

they had just

(8 percent).

received

Only 4 percent

tco much ( 14 percent)

of the sample said

they

"did not have or want" any help.
Table 9 shows how new parents
meetings.
thought

All parents
support

Appendix L) .

felt

were asked in questionnaire

group meetings
Parents

would be helpful

were asked to tell

they would and would not go to these
into

several

categories.

,.ould go in order
parents/new

about new parent

babies.

and responses

or their

gave the reason

who had been contacted

group meetings
naire,

asking

reason

given

were given

them to indicate
was that

checked

this

feel

for reasons

reason.

and was given

of the respondents

meetings;
couldn't

said

for not coming,
they stayed

more felt
persuade

Only 10 percent
meeting

said

to scheduled

support

in the second questionThe m::,st frequent

for not caning

(30 percent)
4 percent

was the
to the meetings,

(sane people

they forgot

it was too much effort
their

or being

gave more

though most gave no reason) .

heme because

to go (5 percent)

they had been too b..isy to cane,

to attend
tha.igh

Only

about the

spouse to go with them ( 7 percent)

of the sample invited

new

meetings.

new parents"

of responses

one percent

baby to other

they had not cane only

second most ccrmon category

than one reason

parents

they needed any help

"I saw enough of other

by 21 percent

were coded

was that

why they had not cane.

they didn't

though on the checklist

sheet

(see

of time conflicts

and invited

an additional

they

v.ords" why

CMn

The m::,st carrnon response

Parents

gra.ip

for new parents

meetings,

too b..isy when asked why they would not attend
Parents

2 whether

"in their

to compare themselves

support

or they
.

the new parent
30 percent

had

Table 9
Reasons

for Attendance at Parent Support Group Meetings

l'ihy I would go

my I would not go

Why I did not go

Items on Checklist

25% compare self to
new parents/compare
baby to other new
babies

30% time conflicts/
too busy

30% didn't

13% meeting bad time

16% too far to go

21% saw enough of other
parents

16% to get answers to
questions/get
help
with proble,-ns

11% spouse reluctant

10% too rusy

6% baby too fussy

6% lots of experience

10% share ideas about
parenting

5% baby too young

5% our baby is difficult

need help

7% spouse wouldn't

go

5% too much effort
4% didn't

need help

2% thought it would
be boring
2% unique problems

8% for canpany
1% forgot
7% to learn
new

something
0% stay hane because
couldn ' t bring
baby
0% couldn't
sitter

get a

0% didn't want to get
involved

,,.
N
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given this

as a reason when asked al::out new parent

meetings

in

general.
Parents
were available;

were asked if they would go to something like this
34 percent

said they would go; 35 percent

would not go, and the rest

were undecided.

offered

as a continuation

parents

said they would go, 30 percent

percent

said

meetings
will

A)

said

"maybe".

invited

"please

to come now."

Evaluation

of Hypotheses

that

the birth

supported.

well-being

67 percent

of the

personal

to the support

group

let us kna<v if the meetings

we would like

men and vonen after
Instead,

classes,

said they would not go, and 3

One of the couples

hypothesis,

said they

If these meetings were

prenatal

in the questionnaire,

be held again,

The first

of their

if it

wBll-being

would decline

for both

of the baby, and be la<vest at T , was not
3
declined

only for men and was la<vest at

T . Womenshowed an increase in well -being, and had highest scores at
3
T (see means in Table 5). Well-being scores were significantly
differ3
ent for men and women at T with women reporting greater personal well3
being.
B)

The second hypothesis,

birth

self-esteem

of the baby and be highest

significa'1tly
scores

higher

scores

would increase

at T3 was not supported.

than their

The third

increase

in self-esteem

hypothesis,

that mar ital

time and be lowest at T , was supported
3
Womenreported

continuing

declines

after

the

Men had

wives at T3' rut while m2n's

did not change over the course of the study,

a significant
C)

that

after

women experienced

the baby was born.

satisfaction

would decrease

for wanen, rut not for men.

in marital

satisfaction,

though

over

44

their
scores

scores

were never significantly

decreased

after

lower than the rren's.

Men's

the baby was born rut did not continue

to

fall.
D) The fourth

hyp:lthesis,

over time and be highest
greater

increase

parenting

rut this

crnvetence

at T , and that
3

in competency feelings

rren and women experienced
baby was born,

that parenting

increased

fathers

trend did not continue

competence continued

would show the

was partially

parenting

to ir,crease

would increase

supported.

competence after
for men.

and was higher

Both
the

Worren's
than rren's

UTAHSTATEUNIVERSITY
llEPAR'NEHT OF FAMll Y & HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
UMC29

LOGAN,VTAH 84322
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DISCUSSION

The results
assertion

that

self-esteem
follo.,ing
present

of the present
parenthood

study would not lend support

is a crisis

event.

Personal

irrproved for women, and well-being
the birth

of their

study reported

and appeared

first

increased

to be generally

child.

ing in the second questionnaire

and

Both rren and women in the

in their

that

well-being

irrproved for men,

competence in their

satisfied

to the

this

ability

new roles,

to parent,
most report-

was a "good" or "perfect"

time to becane parents.
One area W1der investigation
transition
reported

to parenthood
less

satisfaction

was marital

satisfaction

for women, marital

did not continue

after

wa-nen felt

to decline

questionnaire

life

they became parents

women felt

significantly

It would be interesting
of pregnancy;

(greater

their

perhaps men are better

new role,

than fatherhood,

the baby was born, and

to decrease.

While marital

for men, it had not recovered

was administered.
life

in positive

personal

less personal
to contrast

fran the

Both men and women

terms throughout

recame much mo.,e diff:Lcult

pregnancy for the responsibilities
cipate

after

continued

Though men and women described
the study,

satisfaction.

with marriage

satisfaction

by the time the third

which did not benefit

arid tied down

stress).

stress

During pregnancy,

than their

men and wcmen prior
able to prepare
of parenthood,

though more likely

husbands did.
to the onset

themselves

and correctly

during
anti-

rrotherhood is more difficult

and new mothers could not prepare

then1Selves.
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Meyero,;itz

and Feldman (1966)

their

marital

vX)men

recalled

men felt

during

finding

conflicts

declines

after

the first

impressions

Parents

in studies

marital
Also,

finding

concensus

differ

marital

satisfaction,
there

are problems

marital
personal

satisfaction.
well-being.

Doctors'

Hone of the support
personal
tro affect

stress

or parentiJ1g

only personal

gro,; only through

contact

gro,; in response

vdcmen' s parenting
after

competence

the baby was born.

feelings,

increased

Parenting

!TI'2nand wanen during

pregnancy,

old,

women's scores

on the average,

Perhaps

experience,

scores

lower on

feelings.

was related

to higher

others

If parenting

feelings

competence

would explain

faster

competence

to

have the power

while parental

this

to

with self-esteem.

hand, was related

with the infant.

to parental

the

they feel.

their

was associated

competence.

data.

and church was related

on the other

and marital

scored

recall

and friends

support

variables,

after

how differently

from fainily

the sub-

and Feldman used

might have objecitvely

Support

satisfaction
that

declines

Meyercwitz

churches,

This

from rrore objective

satisfaction

with having parents

from doctors,

marital

rut may indicate

they may not realize

than the

had iJnproved.

that

greatly

rut

the baby was born,

satisfaction

is born,

of parents

and while parents

Support

did

child

rrore satisfying,

weeks after

marital

of the baby use questionnaires;

interviews,

does

their

Both men and

had been rrore severe

five

with the general

jective

birth

again

ho,; satisfying

to pregnancy.

was previously
pregnancy

When questioned

both men and wanen said

to recall

had been prior

the relationship

the decline

did.

vXJmen

relationships

asked parents

than their

why
husband's

did not differ

but by the tiJre babies

between

were six weeks

had jumped ahead of the 1ren's,
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and continued
that

to increase

for the next two months at a faster

by the t:irre the third

scores

were significantly
The finding

questionnaire
higher

that doctor

ship to the dependent

variables

Fanlily and friends

new parents,

and potentially

and friends

more influential.

The doctor,

church,

couple's

marital

satisfaction,

which was adversely

friends)

affected

by parenting

life,

person is now a parent

are potentially

yet m:rrital
by parenthood.

satisfaction,

marital

and greater

after

their

bad, however;even though marital

the questionnaire
faction

together,
were still

had not declined

so severely

move fran

because each
aren't

relationship.
satisfaction
scores.

always
t:isre,

This may
declined,
Four months

in the study who could be

and two couples
married.

satisfactions,

deal of parental

well-being

babies were born, all couples

reached were still

and the roles

a great

satisfaction

parents

may decrease

as well as a spouse,

both men and women had strong personal

was the variable

personal
As

of

to the

Perhaps m:rrital

satisfaction

The newborn also requires

family

bnportant

satisfaction

are

A kind word

Three of the sources

which may not leave much tDne for the m:rrital
not be all

however,

than family or friends.

and cannot be bnproved by any amount of support.
couple to fa:nily

was

judge of how well new parents

to b2 supportive.

(doctor,

compatible.

support

may have more imPact because it is unexpected;
are expected

relation-

would seem to be more involved with the

is a more objective

support

is replaced

waren's

had a stronger

than family and friend

doing may be taken more seriously
from a doctor

so

than men's.

and church support

surprising.

because he/she

was administered,

rate,

who did not respond to

In other words, marital
that marriages

were ended.

satis-
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Personal

stress

increased

for warren b.it not for rren.
more intiniately
or not,

T2"

"others"

of the work, while the father

at this

It would b2 interesting
responsibility

since
fathers

"she's

rate

expected

at it."

Fein (1976a) reported
support during
were directly

way want tote

it's

likely

also
did,

at

divide

pregnancy and early
for infant

to be more
without

competence in-

the father

in infant

will continue
care,

(1976) found that

care than they actually

sample were never assessed.
little

postpartum
care,

the

simply because she spends

Wente and Crockenterg

of the present

the

more involved

parenting

that

that rren perceived

responsible

or

satisfaction.

and let the mother take full

to b2 more involved

were, b.it the expectations

in warital

would ideally

than the father's

with the infant,

letter

Parents

more than fathers

decline

If the mother's

rrore tin12 with the infant,
stay uninvolved

the mother

care fran babysitters

mothers way expect fathers

and fathers

what to do.

at a faster

of infant

so much of the work and entertainment

a greater

for the infant;

kno,,ing quite

that

it

did only about 20

of the work.

to see hCNJparents

than they are,

teing

age, she way feel more tied down after

baby is born, and experience

creases

received

did about 2 percent

Because the mother handles

involved

for the majority

that rrothers played with the infant

responsibilities

to the mother's

Whether the mother likes

the one responsible

Since sane of the children

relatives,
reported

This may b2 related

study rren and warren both reported

In this

did about 78 percent
percent.

of tecoming a parent,

involved with the infant.

she is generally

care duties.

as a result

emotional
periods,

their

or material

cut when they

anxieties

decreased.

to
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Stranik

and Hogl::erg ( 1979) comrrented that

during the first
when parents
don't

four to six weeks pcstpartwn.

hew much the change has affected

may l::e elated

to have the pregnancy over,

occupied to think
l::eing offered

help and suppcrt

like

may have ceased offering
tinue

to call

(i.e.,

doctor

rut they aren't

Or, parents

to do research

fully

respcnsible

this

at this

when

family and friends
to con-

to other

sources

for the baby at this

following

time,

care respcnsibility

low priority

and may not

can l::e. Once

advised to take it easy,

and filling

responsibility.

tinie will also l::e difficult,
they may not accurately

to parenthood

While marital

and self-esteem

declines

inrnediately

and by the
recall

their

rosy time.

the transition

group of individuals.

greater

and the exhaustion

before they leave the hospital,

infant

can l::e questioned,

during

well-l::eing

After

may hesitate

in the period

must be a fairly

an interview

Overall,

are

Paradoxically,

and turn instead

may be questioned

out a questionnaire

feelings

up with them.

assistance.

how time-conswning

time parents

family and friends.

they could use sane help,

they are home, mothers are usually

Obtaining

parents

or church}.

parents

understand

At first

begin to have more time,

on family and friends,

It is difficult
the birth;

them.

they

This is when most parents

sleep may l:e catching

begin to feel

new roles

rosy with the baby, and too

fran their

month or so, parents

of interrupted
parents

about the situation.

lack suppcrt

This may l::e a time

are so rosy and caught up with learning

realize

the first

parents

in marital

was a smooth one for this

satisfaction

of the indivudals
satisfaction

declined,

did not.

and greater

the personal

Womenexperienced
increases

in
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personal

stress,

a parent

rather

oc=red

which may or may not be relevant

Nearly

though

two results

than to each other.

to rate

want their

their

pregnancy

them. In general,
(51 percent)

child

felt

to the results
(71 percent),

experiences,

the timing

study.

and while
than girls,

to be a l::x:Jy. Parents

were asked

and carrnent

briefly

of the pregnancy

said

they would have waited

until

if they could do it over again.

cated

and uncomplicated;

births

tional.

Most infants

(89 percent)

due date,

and there

were no premature

and=

felt

the pregnancy

that

they had expected.
obtained,

of this

for being m:::,re difficult

and birth

couples

findings

on

was "perfect"

or "as good a t.i.rre as any" to have a baby (41 percent).

Only 8 percent
child

first

to becaning

interesting

to sone

l::x:Jyshave a reputation

rrost couples

may be related

Several

3/4 of the sample gave birth

anecdotally

this

these

and only one parent

Lal:ors

by Caesarean

(a father)

infants

placed

all

in the sample.
and the labor

their

rrediexcep-

two weeks of the

the information
felt

to have

,-,ere not considered

was easier,

of the parents

date

were nearly

were born ,-,ithin

At T2 , when all

65 percent

a later

Both rren
harder,

than

al::x:Jutthe baby was

baby was "seldom fussy",

his child

in the "very fussy"

category.
There were several
portant
care

was that

experirrental

are only correlational.
end of the pregnancy,
of the first

child;

with the present

the experimental

to the support

proposed

problems

design

group meetings.
support

groups

Second,
changes
marital

satisfaction

The nost

when parents

cannot
data

be described,
collection

b2 attril:uted

of the

and the results
began at the

solely

may increase

im-

did not

Because of this , the effect

because

cannot

was lost

study.

to the birth

(or decrease)
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during
first

pregnancy,
child

and then return

is torn.

to prepregnancy

The changes

observed

in this

when any new member is added to the family,
tenth.

A control

helpful

canparison.

the first

four

of the changes

or five

to the l:eginning

effect

the pregnancy

friends,

Finally,

etc.

couples
study,

explanation

classes,

and limited

whose participation

the participants
assistance

were high;

in the transition

exa.'nil1e the effect
such as teen

parents,

a 1:etter

in the study

of support
or single

parents.

Future

doctor,

family,

respects.

enrolled

The size

were uninterested

Future

of

in childbirth

in the study.

is a group of people

with parents

show what

investigation.

participated

to parenthood.

l:eyond

understanding

The income and educational
this

or the

the new parents.

in several

was solicited

and did not volunteer.

child

of the study

of the roles

to couples

who voluntarily

m,y occur

would l:e a

would also

under

play in supporting

the sample was limited

the sample was small,
preparation

pregnancy

the

also

the participants

had on the feelings

can give a l:etter

church,

the duration

Questioning

of the first

study

time parents

rronths would have given

which occur.

prior

research

extending

after

l:e it the first

group of second or third
Third,

levels

Many

in the
levels

of

who may least
research

should

who are rrore "at risk",

need
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CONCT,USIONS
ANDIMPLICATIONS
The original

goal of the study was to determine

support groups facilitated
suggest

that

the parents

need for organized
gave reasons
30 percent
entire

in this

sample, at least,

support groups in the first

said they didn't
blank,

there was initial
about the group,
husband isn't

need help,

enthusiasm

would go to support

more interested
new roles.

women experience
on marital
continues
this?

meetings for the company.

there

the

the need for

in infant

care,

though on the question-

More (25 percent)
to other

said

new parents,

This suggests

parents

or
are

whether they are doing a good job in their
is a need for research

marital

satisfaction

better

( 1974) argues that

designed

and increasing

and what effect

over the family

to decline--would

Russell

Because

groups is that

time involved

need for canpanionship,

continue,

satisfaction

the

of the sample (men and women combined) said they

in learning

whether the declining

(see Table 9),

Women, more than 1ren, may feel

taby to other new tabies.

Clearly

When parents

though m'll1Ypeople left

they would to in order to compare themselves
to compare their

meetings

a strong

from the wives when they were contacted

women spend most of their

only 8 percent

did not feel

six weeks.

perhaps the problem with support

interested.

If

The results

and gave no reason for not caning.

they may have a stronger
naire,

to parenthood.

for not coming to the scheduled

question

support.

the transition

whether postpartum

this

life

preparation

to determine
personal

has over time.

cycle shc1.vthat
for parenting

the gratifications

stress

Data

satisfaction
change

of parenthood

are
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personal,

and not tenefits

tive

data indicate

that

parents

to the marital

a decline

feel

happier

in marital

relationship.
satisfaction,

than ever after

the marital

relationship

New parents

may be so absorbed in acquiring

roles

they neglect

of first

parent

the first

for the first

skills

the skills

might indicate

child

to

and interests.
of their

new

satisfaction

whether the problems

is torn are unique to becoming a

time, or whether marital

each time a new child

should be directed

A comparison of the marital

and second time parents

which occur after

period

than to parenting

each other.

they also indicate

becoming parents.

Perhaps support during the postpartum
rather

Though objec-

satisfaction

is added to the family,

declines

and then gradually

in-

creases.

Research directed
problems.
of their
suggested

at studying

It was impossible

to entice

hones to participate
that

new parents

in this

adequate

to several

numbers of parents

research;

previous

studies

out
have

support groups begin meeting in the second rronth post-

partum.

Perhaps the other

(doctor,

church,

family,

supports

friends)

investigated

The results

of the study suggest

support

role during

marital

satisfaction.

the first

since the question

that

in the first
later

doctors

six weeks, affecting

Whether parents

pediatricians,

in the present

are important

A peer sup[X>rt system might be mare effective

obstetricians,

is subject

used the general

research

may discover

support,

and what kinds of parents

category

play an important
self-esteem

benefit

support

and
from

was not assessed

of "doctor".

the ways in which social

six weeks.

on.

were receiving

or family practitioners

study

institutions

Future
provide

rrost from each type of
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supfX)rt.

Parents

who are surrounded by helpful

on the supfX)rt they receive
The present

from their

study again suggests

is not a crisis,

rut rather

Although parents

may not correctly

the decline

in marital

role.

unrealistic

image of parenthood,

parenthood

appear to be generally

less

doctors.
that the transition

an event which crings

satisfaction,

competence for the parenting

family may rely

anticipate

several

especially

develop a sense of

While our culture

satisfied

changes.

these changes,

they rapidly

young adults

to parenthood

may present

making the transition
with the new role.

an
to
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APPENDICES

GO
Appendix A
CanPOsition

of Questionnaires

at Each Administration

Tl
Informed consent form
Aooendix B
Background information
Aooendix C
Labor and Delivery Information
Arn:OPndixD
Information Al:out the Baby
AJ2pendix E
Sources of Support
Aooendix F
Personal Feelings Inventory
Apoendix G
Feelings Al:out Myself
Aooendix H
Marital Feelings
Appendix I
Parental Feelings I
Aooendix J*
Parental Feelings II
Aooendix K*
Feelings About Support Group Meetings
Am,.,ndix L
Letter to Parents I
Aooendix M
Letter to Parents II
AnnPndix M

T2

T3

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

*These questionnaires
differed only in tense.
The first questionnaire used future tense, asking people to imagine how they would
feel when they were parents.
The second questionnaire
was given
when they were parents.
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Appendix B
Informed Consent Form
I hereby give my consent to participate
in a study of the transition
to
parenthood.
The study is being conducted by Lynne Myers, a graduate
student in the Department of Hurran Development at Utah State University.
All research is being done under the direction
of Dr. Brent C. Miller,
of the sa,ne department.
I have had the opportunity to ask questions
about the study, and by agreeing to participate
I understand

that

I will

1.

Respond to three

separate

2.

Be answering
new parent,

3.

Be free

to leave any question

unanswered,

4.

Be free

to stop participating

in the study at any time.

questions

questionnaires,

about my feelings

I understand

that

1.

Continue

to answer any and all questions

2.

Not do or say anything
harmful to me,

3.

Protect the confidentiality
my name with the study,

4.

Be willing
request.

Husband

Wife

Researcher

those conducting

several

weeks apart,

and experiences

as a

the study will
pranptly

which could reasonably
of my responses

to share in the overall

results

and honestly,

be expected

to be

by never associating
of the study at my
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Appendix C
Background

Information

1.

How many years

have you teen married?

2.

What education

have you had? _____

3.

Age_______

4.

What was the approximate
year?

5.

Canplete

very

_____

_

1. Sane high school

_____

2. High School graduate

_____
_____

3. Some college or technical
school
4. College graduate

_____

5. Sare graduate

_____

6. Graduate

work

degree

_

the sentence

inadequate

incare

I feel

of you and your spouse

my family

somewhat inadequate

just

incane

enough

last

is ...

rrore than
adequate

much more than
adequate
6.

Husband's
Wife's

occupation

occupation

__________

_

____________

7.

Will the wife continue
is born? __________

8.

If yes,

_

working outside
_

how soon does she expect

the home after

to return

the baby

to work? ______

_
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Appendix D
Lab:Jr and Delivery

Information

Here are sane questions
aoout your childbirth
answer as accurately
as you can.
1.

\'/hen was the baby oorn? _____
_____
_____

\'/hich statement

l:x?st descrires

3.

How would you descrire

4.

How many hours

5.

Would you say that

7.

\'/hat 1redications

Please

More than four weeks early
'I\,o to four weeks early
Between two weeks early and two
weeks late
Two to four weeks late
More than four weeks late

_____
_____
2.

experience.

your feelings?

____

This is a perfect
have a baby

time for us to

____

No., is as goo'! a time as any for
us to have a baby

____

If we could do it over, we would
wait to have a baby until a
better
titre

the pregnancy?
Easier than I expected
The same as I expected
Harder than I expected

long was the labor?
the

labor

was
Easier than I expected
The same as I expected
Harder than I expected

were used during

labor

and delivery?

______

_
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Appendix E
Information

Al:out the Baby
girl?

1.

Is the baby a

2.

Haw old is the baby now? __________

3.

What was the baby's AfX)ar score,

4.

Were there

5.

Which description

best fits

____
____
What percentage

total
What percentage

(babysitter,

grandrrother,

Mother
Father
Others
100%

with the baby is done by

_
_

on? ___

fussy half

for the baby is done by

100%

of playing

total

or later

your baby?
Very fussy
Somewhat fussy
Good half the time,
time
Somewhat good
Very good

of the work of caring

Mother
Father
Others

7.

if known? ___________

any problems with the baby at birth

____
____

6.

Date of Birth:......___

etc.)

_

the
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Appendix F
Sources
1.

of Support

Sometirres people feel that they are helped by others after their
baby is torn.
HOw would you descril::€ the support you have received
from each of these sources since becani.ng a parent?
interfered,
caused problems

no help, rut
no interference

somewhat
heloful

very
helpful

Family
Doctors
Church
Friends
Parent Support
Groups
La Leche I,eague
and/or others

2.

Did anyone cane into your home to help you after the baby was born?
(For example, did the wife's mother come and help out?)
Yes
NO.

3.

If someone came and helped

4.

If you had help,

you, who was it?

when did the help begin?

___________

_

As soon as the baby

came horn2
In the first

week

In the first

nonth
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5.

If you had help,

how long did it last?

A few hours

Several

A few days

More than several

A week
6.

How did you feel about the help you received?
We had too much help
Just

the right

arrount of help

Not enough help
We didn't

want or have any help

weeks
weeks
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Appendix G
Personal Feelings Inventory
(Personal Well-Being)
Here are some words which describe how people feel about their present
life.
For exarrple, if "boring" describes your present life, put an
X in the blank right next to the work boring.
If you think your life
is very interesting,
put an X in the blank right next to the word interesting.
If you think it is sorrewhere in between, put the X where
you think it belongs.
BORING

INTERESTING

ENJOYABLE

MISERABLE

EASY

HARD

USELESS

WORl'HWHILE

FRIENDLY

LONELY

FULL

EMPTY

DISCOURAGING

HOPEFUL

TIED Wt/N

FREE

DISAPPOINTING

REWARDING
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Appendix H
Feelings Al:x:JutMyself
(Self-Esteem)
For each statement below, check the statement
feelings al::out yourself.
Strongly
Aoree
I feel that I'm a person of worth,
at least on an equal plane with
others
I feel that I have a number of
aood cmalities
All in all, I am inclined to
feel that I am a failure
I am able to do things as well
as most other oeoole
I feel I do not have much to be
proud of
I take a positive attitude
toward mvself
On the whole I am satisfied
with mvself
I wish I could have more
resr>Prt for mvself
I certainly
feel useless at
times
At times I think I am no
oood

which best describes

Aoree

Disaoree

your
Strongly
Disaaree
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Appendix I
Marital

Satisfaction

Marital Feelings.
Please =k how satisfied
you are no,, with each of the
folloding aspects of your =riage.
Check the box that:is
closest to
your present feelings.
Ha,, currently
satisfied are you with:
the way rronez is handlec
in your IT0rriage?
the things you and your
rrate do when iou go out
for entertainment,
fun?
the arrount of affection
in your marriage?
the way chores around
the house are performed?
Ehe way you and your
rrate deal with in-laws
in yoor IT0rriag~
sexual relations
marriage?

in your

teliefs
and
reli9ious
in your
activities
IT0rriage?

Very
Dissatisfied

A Little
Dissatisfied

Satisfied

Quite
Satisfied

Perfectly
Satisfied
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Appendix
Parenting

J

Sense of Competence I

Parental Feelings.
Please check the l:x:,xwhich sho,,s ho,, much you agree
with each of the following staterrents al:x:)ut parenting.
Check the
l:ox which is closest to your present feelings.
no,1

Strongl 1
Aqree
Aqree
1.

After I have been a parent for
awhile, the problems of babycare will be easier to solve.

2.

saretimes
I will be frustrated
while my child is still
an
infant.

3.

I go to
wake up
feeling
a whole

4.

bed the same way I

in the morning-I have not accomplishec
lot.

Scrnetimes when I am supposed
I feel like
to be in control,
other things are controlling
rre.

s.

My parents were l:etter prepared to be gcxxl parents than
I am.

6.

I am a gcxxl model for what a
person needs to know al::out
parenting.

7.

Being a parent will l:e manageable, and any problems will be
easily solved.

8.

A difficult
problem in l:eing a
parent is not knowing whether
you are doing a gcxxl job.

9.

scrnetnres I feel like I amnot
getting anything done.

o.

I think I will be able to
live up to my own personal
expectations
of caring for
my baby.

1

Disaqree

Strongly
Disaqree
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Strongly
Aqree
11.

I will probably know J:etter
than anyone what's
troubling my baby.

12.

My talents and interests
are
stronger in other areas than
in l:eing a parent.

13.

I don't think it will take me
long to feel canfortable
in
the parenting role.

14.

If being a parent were more
interesting,
I might do a
better job.

15.

I believe I have all the
skills necessary to be a good
parent to my baby.

6.

Being a parent will make me
tense and anxious.

7.

Being a good parent
reward in itself.

8.

There will be times when the
baby is just more than I can
handle.

9.

I will feel
parent.

o.

I just don't feel able to do
some of the things I will l:e
expected to do as a parent.

will

be a

competent as a

Aqree

Disagree

strongly
Disaqree
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Strongly
Agree
11.

I will probably know better
than anyone what's
troubling my baby.

12.

My talents and interests
are
stronger in other areas than
in being a parent.

13.

I don't think it will take me
long to feel comfortable in
the parenting role.

14.

If being a parent were rrore
interesting,
I might do a
better job.

15.

I believe I have all the
skills necessary to be a good
parent to my baby.

16.

Being a parent will make me
tense and anxious.

7.

Being a good parent
reward in itself.

s.

There will be times when the
baby is just rrore than I can
handle.

9.

I will feel
parent.

2 0.

will

be a

competent as a

I just don't feel able to do
sane of the things I will be
expected to do as a parent.

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree
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Appendix K
Parenting

Sense of Ganpetence II

Parental Feelings.
Please check the !:ox which sho,;s ho,; much you agree
no,; with each of the follo,;ing statements al:out parenting.
Check the
lx>x which is closest to your present feelings.
Strongly
Agree
that I've been a parent for
awhile, the problems of babycare are easy to solve.

1.

N0v1

2. I am frustrated
while my child
infant.
3. I go to
wake up
feeling
plished

sanetirnes
is still
an

bed the same way I
in the morning-I have not accorna whole lot.

4. Sanetirnes when I am supposed

to be in control,
I feel like
other things are controlling
me.
5. My parents were better prepared to be good parents than
I am.
6. I am a gocd model of what a
person needs to kn0v1 about
parenting.
7. Being a parent

is manageable,
and any problems are easily
solved.

problem in being a
8. A difficult
parent is not kno,;ing whether
you are doing a good job.
9. Sometimes I feel like I am
not getting anything done.

o. I

live up to my 0vm personal
expectations
of caring for
my baby.

Agree

Disacrree

Strongly
Disacrree
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Strongly
Aqree
11. I usually

know tetter than
anyone what is troubling
my baby.

12. My talents

and interests
are
stronger in other areas than
in being a parent.

13. It dicL~'t take rre long to feel

canfortable
role.

in the parenting

being a parent were rrore
interesting,
I might do a
better job.

14. If

15. I believe

I have all the skills
necessary to be a good parent
to my baby.

6. Being a parent

makes rre tense

and anxious.
7. Being a good parent
reward in itself.

is a

8. There are tines when the baby
is just rrore than I can handle.
9. I feel

o.

corrpetent

as a parent.

I just don't feel able to do
sorre of the things I am expected to do as a parent.

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree
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Appendix L
Feelings
1.

About SupPOrt Group Meetings

Would you have liked to have had more opportunities
with other new parents after your ooby was born?
YES

to meet and talk

NO

2.

If you answered yes, why would you have liked these new parent support
group meetings?
(For example, did you wonder what other new parents
were doing with their rabies,
feel isolated
at horre, etc.?)

3.

If you answered no, why wouldn't you have liked these new parent
support group meetings?
(For exillnple, you didn't
need help fran
anyone else, new parents wouldn't have kna.-m any more than you did,
etc.)

4.

Do you tMnk you would have gone to these new parent support group
meetings if they had been offered?
What sorts of things might
have prevented you fran going?

5.

Would you have gone to sanething
like this if it had been offered
as extra classes
in your Lanaze series,
after the baby was torn?
YES

NO

THAl'lK YOU
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You were one of the couples invited to participate
support group meetings after your baby was born.

in the new parent

If you did NITTattend any of the rreetings, please check all the
answers tel™ which are true for you, and write in any other reasons
you can think of.
1) meetings were held at a bad time
2)

my spouse didn't

3)

we forgot to do

4)

other new parents

5)

it was too much effort

6) we figured

want to do

have different

problerrs and interests

to go out at night

it would J:e boring

7) we had plenty of help and support fran other people
8) we didn't
9) we couldn't

want to take the baby out
find or trust

a babysitter

___

10) we didn't

know where to go

___

11) we didn't

want to get involved

any other reasons?

THANK
YOU
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Appendix M
Letters

I

to Parents

Lynne Myers

225 So. 500 E.
Lo:ran, UT 84321

753-5798
Dear
Before

your l:aby was b:Jrn you filled

in your Lamaze class.
and third

At that

questionnaire
Please

to you at horre.

try to answer these

them to me in the enclosed
form is for

time I told

fathers,and

envelope,

until

of the questions,

or would rather

call
naire

them blank.
me at heme.

If

as quickly

you are done.
there

as possible.

not answer them, please
you don't

and return
The blue

Try not to can-

If you are unable

is anything

for me

is the second one.

the next few days,

the pink form is for rrothers.

pare your answers
leave

This

within

out a questionnaire

you I wuuld send a second

to answer any
feel

understand,

free

to

please

Any corrments you wish to add anywhere in the question-

are more than welcome.
If you will

address,

b2 moving this

swrrner, please

or a number where you can b2 reached,

questionnaire

to you.

The third

questionnaire

is the shortest

Thank you for all
cooperation,

NEWADDRESS_________

_

give me your new

so I can mail the third

your tine

of all.
and
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Lynne Myers
225 So. 500 E.
Legan, UT 84321
753-5798
Dear
Thank you for your participation
last

of the three questionnaires,

in my research.

them, I expect to have the results

of this

study available

of September.

If you would like to kna..J all

other

have reacted

parents

how their

lives

and return

to the births

have changed, please fill

(the first

first

children,

and
page,

I will

about a week.
Again, thank
future

~

as quickly

or I will

as pos-

for all the help,

Send the questionnaires
return

to collect

back

them in

and best wishes for a happy

with your baby.

Do you want me to send you a summary of the results?
be this

send you a

and the green form is for fathers

page on both of them is white).

to me in the envelope provided,

of

out the bottom of this

it with your completed questionnaires.

The yell0v1 form is for rrothers,

all

by the end

aboJt the study arid ha..J

of their

swrnnary of the research sanetime this fall.
Please fill out these last questionnaires
bile.

This is the

and when I have collected

Where will

fall?
Name

Address ______________

_

you
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Appendix M
Letters

to Parents

II

Dear
Perhaps you rememl::er about
project at-out the transition
to
you filled out a questionnaire,
again answered sarre questions.
other couples, this research is

a year ago you participated
in a research
parenth=:l.
In your last Lamaze class
then twice after your baby was born you
Because of your help, and that of 41
finally complete.

I asked you questions

parental

feelings.

about yourself,
Here's what I found:

your marriage,

and your

1)

Warrenhad significantly
greater feelings of personal well-being
rren did, when rabies were about four ITDnths old (at the third
questionnaire).

2)

Warrenhad less personal stress than their husbands during pregnancy,
rut after the roby was born, their personal stress increased to the
same level as the men's.

3)

Wanen had lower self-esteem than their husbands when they were pregnant, rut after the roby was torn, women's self-esteem was the same
as the men's.

4)

Wanen and rren toth had significant
decreases
their marriage after the roby was torn.

5)

Men and wanen l::oth increased in parenting corrpetence feelings
the roby was born, rut women increased at a faster rate.

6)

Support from doctors
satisfaction.

as related

to high self-esteem

7)

Support from church was related
high marital satisfaction.

to strong personal

well-being

8)

Support fran family was related

to strong personal

well -being.

9)

Support fran friends

\,as related

in satisfaction

to high marital

than

with
after

and high marital
a.'1d

satisfaction.

Tha'1ks for all your help with this project.
The results would have teen
out socner, tut our second child was torn two weeks early, and messed
up my whole schedule.
It was another girl, and we used the birthing
room at the new hospital,
for a completely unmedicated, fun birth.
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